Introduction.
Throughout this paper the word "group" will mean abelian group. If A is a group and k is an infinite cardinal, A is said to be K-free if every subgroup of A generated by fewer then k elements is free.
Thus A is N"-free if and only if A is torsion-free; and for an uncountable K, A is K-free if and only if every subgroup of A of a cardinality <k is free. Problem 10 of [4] asks for which k ate there groups which are tehee but not K+-free. In this paper, we prove that if k = Na has this property and k is regular, then so does Ka+" for each n < N" (Corollary 2.4).
As a consequence, we obtain the result that for each n < N there is an N -free group which is not K ,-free. This improves a result of Griffith [7] which proved the existence of nonfree N -free groups for each n but did not determine the cardinality of such groups.
In § 3, we state some other consequences of our techniques which involve concepts from logic. We strengthen the main theorem of § 2 to prove that if Ka is regular and there is an Ka-free group which is not Na+1-free, then for any 1 <n < o> if k = Ha+n there is a group of cardinality k which is L, equivalent to a free group but which is not free (Theorem 3.1). As a corollary we also obtain a proof of a conjecture of Hill (Corollary 3.2).
We also indicate how our techniques can be used to prove a theorem of Gregory on a consequence of the axiom of çonstructibility (Theorem 3.5). Proof. If C is a closed unbounded subset of k+, let \c : v < k\ be any strictly increasing sequence in C. (Such a sequence exists because C is unbounded and cí(k+) = k+.) Let A= supíc^: v < k\. Since k+ is regular, A < k+. Since C is closed, A e C. But clearly cf (A) = k, since k is regular, so A £ C H E. Thus, E is stationary in k . If p is a limit ordinal <k+, there is a strictly increasing sequence S = \pv: v < ct(p)\ C p whose limit is p. We may assume S is closed in p. If pa is a limit point of S, then cf(pa) < K, since pv is the limit of the sequence \pv' v <a\ which has cardinality <o < cf(p) < k. Therefore, if we let C = \pv + 1: pv is not a limit point of S\ yj\pv' pv is a limit point of S\, then C is a closed unbounded subset of p such that C C\E = 0. Hence E C\ p is not stationary in /i. This completes the proof of Lemma 1,1.
In the following section we shall construct an N -free group which is X ¡-free for each n > 1 by making use of the stationary set E = JA < N :
cf (A) = x _ i I. For the case n = 1, E is the set of all limit ordinals less than X x and our construction reduces to the Griffith-Hill construction.
2. We may assume that the pa's are strictly increasing.
Thus there is a subsequence \A n : o < k\ of \Av: v < p\ which forms a smooth chain whose union is A. (It is smooth because C is closed and has union A because C is unbounded.) Since E O C = 0, the subsequence has the property that for all a < r < k, A pTl'APa is free. It is then evident that A is free and that A/A Pa is free for all o < k. The second part of the conclusion of (i)
follows immediately from (*).
(ii) Suppose in contradiction to the conclusion of (ii) that A is free A e C. Thus, C is unbounded and the proof of 2.1 is complete.
Our main theorem is the following.
2.2 Theorem. Let k be a regular infinite cardinal such that there is a K-free group which is not K+-free. Then there is a K+-free group which is not K + +-free.
We immediately obtain by induction the following corollary of the theo-2.3 Corollary. For each n < a>,.there is an X -free group of cardinality X which is not free, n '
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We shall prove the theorem by constructing a smooth chain \Ap: v < k + \ of free groups of cardinality k such that the conditions of Lemma 2.1(ii) are satisfied (with ^t = k+). Then A = \JV<K+A will not be free by 2.1(H) but it will be K+-free since every subgroup of A of cardinality <k is contained in some Av since k+ is regular. Let E = [A < k+: cf (A) = k\, as in Lemma 1.1. We construct the groups Av by transfinite induction. Let A" be any free group of cardinality k. Suppose that Av has been constructed for each v < p < k+ such that \A : v < p\ satisfies condition (*) of Lemma 2.1 and such that (**) for any limit ordinal A < p, A j/A is free if and only if A 4 E.
The construction of A is divided into three cases.
Case I. (i is a limit ordinal. In this case, let A = \Jv<L/lvBy Lemma 1.1, E dp is not stationary in p; therefore by Lemma 2.1 (i), A is free and (*) holds for \Avm. v < p + l\.
Case II. p is of the form 5+1 where 8 4 E. In this case let
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Case III. p is of the form A + 1 where A e E. In this case we will use the hypothesis of the theorem to construct A. j so that A ,/A is not free but A i/A" is free for every successor ordinal v .< A. By the definition of E, cf(A) = k. As in the proof of 2.l(i) choose a subsequence \pa:
a < k\ of A such that \APo; o < k\ is a smooth chain whose union is Aâ nd such that Apr/Apo. is free whenever o < r < k. For convenience let us denote APa by Aa. For the rest of the proof it will suffice to restrict our attention to the chain [A^: a < k\.
By hypothesis there is a free group F with a subgroup B such that F/B is K-free of cardinality k but is not free. We may assume Since for any successor ordinal v < A there is a a < k such that A C Aa> and by (*)Aa/Av is free, we see that A . j/Av is free and therefore (*) holds for \Ap: v < p + l\. Since (**) holds by construction, the proof of the theorem is complete.
As another immediate corollary of the theorem we have the following. 3.2 Corollary. For every n < <u, there is a nonfree group of cardinality X which is L ^ -equivalent to a free group.
The remainder of our observations result from the fact that our construction of a K-free group which is not K + -free requires a stationary set E C k which is not stationary in any ordinal less than k and such that for each y £ E we know that there is a cf (y)-free group which is not cf (y) - what we call "strongly compact" is there called "compact").
3.6 Theorem (Mekler) . Suppose k is weakly compact (resp. strongly compact). Then every K-free group is K + -free (resp. is free).
